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The Sound Agency is the world’s leading BrandSound™ consultancy, uniquely 
combining knowledge and understanding of marketing, communication and the 
effects of sounds on human beings.
We are the world’s first full-service business sound consultancy, based on a unique, proprietary model 
of the ways in which sound affects human beings. Our services include:

THE SOUND AGENCY

Consultancy

Audits, plans, guidelines, 
training and workshops 
help clients integrate the 
power of sound into their 
branding and marketing 
communication. 

Creative

Design, composition, recording, 
production, compilation and editing 
of sound, including playlists,  
composed or licensed music, Sonic 
Logos, voices, synced soundtracks, 
and our speciality, generative 
soundscapes for spaces.

Delivery

Our Ambifier™ multi-site delivery 
system is unique. Its robust and 
cost-effective local decoder boxes 
can play recorded sound, or generate 
ever-changing soundscapes – all 
controlled by our powerful but simple 
web-accessible software.
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1   Physiological 2   Psychological 3   Cognitive 4   Behavioural

All our internal rhythms, 
including heart beat, 
breathing, hormone 
secretions and even 
brain waves, are 
affected by sound 
through a process 
called entrainment.

Sound changes our feelings, 
moods, psychological states 
and thus our very perception 
of reality. Music is very 
powerful in this, though 
not unique - for example 
birdsong makes us feel 
secure.

Our ability to think is 
greatly affected by 
the sound around us. 
Productivity is slashed 
by as much as two 
thirds in noisy offices.

At the simplest level, we move away from 
unpleasant sound and towards pleasant 
sound. This makes correctly designed 
sound crucial in commercial spaces such as 
shops and restaurants. Many retailers are 
losing up to 25% of their potential sales by 
inflicting soundscapes that are accidental, 
incongruous and hostile.

Sound affects us in four ways.
These effects are powerful yet mainly happen without people being conscious 
of the process at all. Often there are several processes in play at once. 

With almost 30 years of 
experience in marketing, 
business, music and 
sound, Julian Treasure 
is the world’s leading 
authority on the use of 
sound in business and 
the effect of sound on 
human beings.

 Julian is chairman of The Sound Agency and author of the 
book Sound Business, the first map of the exciting new territory of 
applied sound for business, and he has been widely featured in the 
world’s media, including TIME Magazine, The Economist, The Times, 
UK national TV and radio, and many international trade and business 
magazines. 

 He is a long-time musician, an international platform speaker on 
sound, and is a Liveryman of the Worshipful Company of Marketors, 
the City of London guild for marketing. His four TED talks about sound 
have been viewed by an estimated seven million people.

Julian Treasure
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Helm Bank AUDIT | GUIDELINES | SOUNDSCAPE

Helm Bank in Colombia has created the 
world’s first integrated multisensory brand, 
including every expression of BrandSound™.

The challenge  
Colombian banking is very traditional. Banco de Crédito was the most prestigious 
banking group in the country. With a bold move into retail banking, it rebranded 
to become Helm, with a world-leading multisensory programme that delivers its 
brand in all five senses. 

A bank has many sonic touchpoints. Our task was to create a framework that 
would make them all consistent with the new brand, and with one another, as well 
as with the other sensory brand elements, such as fragrance and taste. 

The solution  

We visited existing branches and the call centre, interviewed senior staff, 
absorbed everything we could about the old and new brands, and using this 
data and our SoundMap™ and SoundFlow™ tools, we created a complete set of 
BrandSound™ Guidelines. We then used those to create a BrandSuite™, a Sonic 
Logo, an on-brand music playlist for offices, two generative retail soundscapes, 
music on hold, a feature sound delivered via hypersonic speakers in each branch, 
plus a voice training programme and consultancy on IVR and websound.

The outcome  
The bank’s top team are delighted with the Guidelines, and with all the sonic 
expressions of the brand. Helm’s two test branches went live in August 2009 
with superb receptions from staff, customers and even competitors. Customer 
satisfaction has increased from 64% to 90% and new business in the treated 
branches has almost doubled.
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